GLOBAL CRISIS AND LOCAL SOLIDARITY1: DEBT
VS MONEY AS A COMMON GOOD
Description
This activity supports a discussion amongst children with teachers about crisis and
solidarity in the local setting and how it relates to economic crisis in society. The risk
of debt and the consequences for people who borrow money are considered. The
children then explore how money can be conceived of in terms of an alternative
economy. They reflect on how mathematics may function both to produce debt but
also to reorganise money as a common good. The activity is grounded in group work
in a collaborative project that critically explores the use of mathematics.
Global citizenship competences addressed






capacity to examine global issues (and their effects in local contexts)
appreciate different perspectives & world views
positive interactions with people who are different
analytical & critical thinking skills
communication & co-operation skills
Global citizenship content
Crisis & solidarity as global & local social phenomena in various historical periods &
linked with economy; debt & the reorganisation of local economies around alternative
currencies; protecting & sharing common goods; the need for solidarity.
Mathematical approaches









looking for patterns and connections
asking yourself questions
being organised and systematic
conjecturing and checking things out
using argumentation and reasoning
recognising the political and ethical dimensions of mathematics
questioning the use of mathematics in structuring experience of the world
Mathematical content
The use of mathematics in global & local economy contexts; data interpretation;
money, debt, simple & compound interest; percentages; alternative currencies
Resources required
Access to the internet; spreadsheet Maria's loan; print or digital newspapers; paper for
posters; coloured pens etc.; copies of Should you borrow from a pawnbroker?
Time needed (in and out of the classroom)
Approximately eight hours curriculum time or longer depending on options chosen.
Organization and practical issues
A combination of small group work to discuss and explore open questions; access to
the internet and spreadsheets; public display of project outcomes. There are many
opportunities for eTwinning in this activity, some of which are highlighted in the text.
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Crisis and solidarity is the language used in Greece to discuss austerity and a possible response to it.

Suggested plan for teaching
The eTwinning platform can be used throughout the activity for collaboration on a
common project or to compare how crisis and solidarity are discussed in their
contexts. These concepts may be unfamiliar to some children and it is likely that it
will take time, as the activity develops, to come to an understanding. It can be used to
explore exemplary cases of alternative local currencies as acts of community
solidarity.
The activity is organised across four main tasks. The first task will focus on
discussing crisis and solidarity, the second on reading data about the economic crisis
in public media, the third on understanding how debt is produced when people get
loans and the fourth on exploring how life can be reorganised around different
conception of money in the local economy. Each task consists of separate steps,
some of which are optional.
Task 1: Explore 'crisis' & 'solidarity' in global and local contexts with children
Step 1: A core question to start with can be:
What is meant by 'crisis'?
Children in small groups discuss what 'crisis' means for
them. Their discussion can be supported by, for example:

What is ‘crisis’?.
..environmental
crisis?
..economic crisis?
..resource crisis?
..values crisis?

Have you heard the word before? In what contexts? Can you
note examples of crisis in your community? What do we particularly mean by economic
crisis? What are the effects of having no money for people and communities?
It is important here to allow space for children to note their personal conceptions.
Step 2: In order to move into how crisis becomes presented in the media, provide
some print or digital newspapers. The children search for data such as images,
phrases or statistics that denote issues of crisis around the world.

Step 3: In this step, children explore periods of crisis in
their community by visiting a local history museum (e.g. in
Volos there is a relevant exhibition) or undertaking a
focused internet search for local history using Wikipedia
sources. Searching for what 'crisis' meant in the periods
during and after the world wars or periods of mass
unemployment such as the Great Depression can bring up
important data that will help children to reflect on crisis as
a recurrent phenomenon. This step can be optional based
on time and access to resources. It provides an excellent
opportunity for eTwinning. It will support children in
articulating and sharing what they have learnt about their local context

Picture 1: Unemployed men marching in Toronto, Canada, 1931

Discuss the use of suitable keywords. For example, by searching with keywords such
as economy, money, unemployment etc. they will retrieve certain data. When they
combine these keywords with local place names (for example, Sheffield, Lisbon,
Volos, Bucharest and Giessen) they will be able to retrieve specific data for the
presence of the crisis in their own environment and will be encouraged to consider
their community needs.

Step 4: Children can move into exploring what
solidarity is and how acts of solidarity are often
organised at times of crisis. They can rely on
personal experiences or search specific
sources. Questions here can be:
How is 'solidarity' connected today to crisis and
economic crisis in particular? How are acts of

Picture 2: Queuing for a meal in Chicago, US, 1931

solidarity being organised in local communities?
One may need to distinguish here amongst
institutional bodies such as NGOs and
community based or individual solidarity acts.
What groups of people suffer more from crisis?
What is the difference amongst charity and
solidarity?
How can making people feel humiliated or
diminished or in need of support be avoided?
Step 5: Each group of children can now Picture 3: Refugees escaping local crisis
complete a poster or produce a concept map
displaying how words, phrases, images or graphs can show how crisis and solidarity
relate. By sharing and comparing work amongst groups in the same classroom but
also across schools in different countries through the eTwining platform children will
start appreciating these issues as global phenomena affecting all people in their
communities.
Task 2: Reading data found in public media
Step 1: Select a number of graphs representing
discussions of the financial crisis as they appear in
public media (examples are given below). Choose
some that relate to local contexts so that children
will be encouraged to try to understand them

How do we see ‘crisis’?
What data relate to crisis?
Pictures and numbers?
How do we read
‘numbers’?

Which factors are used to compare countries? What
relations are depicted? How can we interpret the relations presented? What questions
do they bring forward? Which ones are missing?
What new questions do children wish to ask?
Step 2: Reading such graphs various questions may arise, such as:
What is GDP – Gross Domestic Product? What is debt? What is unemployment rate?
What is income? How do countries become classified as High Income or Lower-Income
countries2?
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The UN report
(http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/wesp/wesp_current/2014wesp_country_cla
ssification.pdf) will help answer this question.

Picture 5: Unemployment in the euro area

Picture 4: The 20 largest economies in the world

Allow time for children to ask questions and
explore specific terms, as well as to problematize
data, but also to question about income, debt,
poverty and so on.
Task 3: Money is not free to borrow from banks
and pawnshops!

Picture 6: Greek debt and EU average since 1977

Step 1: A question to start with here is:
What happens when we need to borrow money from a bank or a pawnshop?
Note: make sure that all children know what a bank or a pawnshop is and allow time
to discuss their services and differences.

Picture 7: Pawn Pro Title

Picture 8: Pawnshop in Keratsini, Peiraeus, Athens

Step 2: An opening question here is:
How debt is produced?
This can be discussed by considering how people need to borrow money from banks
and how banks deal with interest rates. Discussing the relationship between debt,
loans and interest rates will help children understand the cost of borrowing money
and, thus, to understand how debt is being produced. A fictional scenario helps the
children to explore these difficult concepts.

Maria has just moved into town and wants to
settle in her new flat. She needs to borrow
€1000 from the bank on 10% interest rate.

For Maria to borrow the €1000
for one year will cost: €1000
x10% = €100

But, Maria lost her job. Now, she cannot pay
back the Bank at the end of the year and
needs to borrow for another year.

So, she will need to return
€1100 to her local bank at the
end of the year.

How much will it cost for her? And how much
will she pay back?

The children are likely to assume that
the bank will charge Simple Interest
rate. In that case Maria would pay
back €1200.

But, what will happen if Maria cannot find a job and needs to borrow for 5 more years?
Or, even, for 10 years?
Now, explain that actually banks charge Compound Interest rate.
In the second year the interest rate is calculated on the total amount - the loan and the
interest - owed to the bank, not just the amount you borrow to begin with. Have a look
in the table below!
So, if Maria cannot pay for 5 years,
how much will she need to repay her
bank now?

Year

Loan at Start

Interest

Loan at End

first

€1000.00

€100,00

€1100,00

second

€1100.00

€110,00

€1210,00

€121,00

€1331,00

€133,10

€1464,10

€146,41

€1610,51

Initially show just the figures in white
third
€1210.00
and work together with the class to
fourth
€1331.00
fill in the rest of the table. Ask each
fifth
€1464,10
small group to discuss the answers
to the questions first and then share their thoughts.

How much will the interest be in the third year? How much will be owed then? How
much will she owe after five years?
Show the spreadsheet Maria's loan with the first five years filled in. As before, talk
through with the class how the columns are calculated.
What will happen in 10 years from now? When will Maria owe three times the amount
she borrowed?
Show the children the answers to these questions by copying down the formulae in
the spreadsheet.
In small groups, children can discuss the difference amongst Simple and Compound
Interest, as well as the risk of borrowing with interest rates without being able to
repay the loan.
The spreadsheet allows you to change the rate of interest. Children can research
what rates of interest are available locally under what conditions and see how this
affects how much debt is accumulated.
Step 3: In this step, children discuss an extract Should you borrow from a pawnbroker?
from a newspaper concerning borrowing money from a pawnbroker called Albermarle
and Bond
Hand out a copy of the text to each small group and ask them to work together to
understand the newspaper story.

Can you solve this problem and find out
how much you need to return if you
borrow the €130 for 3 months or for a
year?
What will happen if you are not able to
return this amount of money at the end
of the year?
Allow the groups to choose the interest
rate and to use simple interest if the
mathematics of compound interest is
too challenging. Alternatively, give
them access to the spreadsheet
Maria's loan.
Children in small groups will reflect on
the changing value of money in each
case, as well as the risks of taking
loans both from banks and pawnshops.
Task 4. Can we reconsider money as a
common good?
Alternative currencies emerging in
many parts of the world as a response
to the financial crisis will be discussed.
In this approach money is reconsidered
as a common good, shareable with
other basic resources (e.g. food, water,
soil, education, basic social services
etc.).
Step 1:
What can people do when they have no
job, no money and fear the risk of a
loan? How might people still be able to
cover basic needs through access to
common resources?
Children work in small groups and
discuss what are basic or common
resources for them by preparing lists.
They then discuss what people could or
should do if they have no money but
still need access to resources.

Should you borrow
from a
pawnbroker?
Hard-up consumers are
turning to old-fashioned
ways of raising cash by
pledging jewelry and
watches to pawnbrokers.
The rate on a loan from Albemarle,
taking a typical example of £130
borrowed for three months, is 6% to 7.9%
a month. By comparison, the cheapest
personal loans on the market charge
about the same amount of interest per
year.
"Pawnbrokers can provide a useful
service but this is not a cheap form of
credit," said Citizens Advice, the charity.
"People often use them because they
need money quickly and don't want to be
hounded by debt collectors if they can't
afford to repay what they owe." If you
can't pay back the money you borrow
from a pawnbroker, the article you
pledged as security is sold to clear the
debt.

(https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance
/personalfinance/borrowing/5403058
/Should-you-borrow-from-apawnbroker.html).

How could we act in solidarity by reorganising our local economy?
Step 2: In this step, children will need to reflect on lacking access to common goods
as the effect of crisis.

Show the TED presentation: The tragedy
of the commons and pause after the
question is posed. The presentation is
only available in English but the story is
simple and clear and can easily be told
in the localanguage. The children work
in groups to find the optimum amount
each fisherman should take each day.
The video allows the children to reflect
on how irresponsible uses of common
resources can easily lead to local and
global crisis.

Picture 9: Video. The tragedy of the commons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CxC161GvMPc

What is the problem with fish in the pond that makes a tragedy? What does it take to
have fish for all? Why are fish stocks in danger?
Try to write down the problem in your words! And the potential solution.
Children can then revisit their posters or concept maps on crisis and solidarity and
consider how we could protect our common resources. Allow space for children to
note down their own answers and imaginings. One obvious step here is for people to
attend individual needs. Another important point here will be to consider how we learn
to move from individual to collective re-organisation and how mathematics can help
us into that move.
Step 3: Following the above, children will
be asked to view the example of two
communities in southern Europe3 who
approach money as a common good.
They have employed mathematics along
with technology to network people in a
new system of money-use as exchange
with no interest. Although they are driven
by different ideologies or needs, they
use money in ways that revitalise local
economy.

Picture 10: Video about TEM at Volos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTMXhSSOBSk&t=28s

Children view both videos (or small
sections with teacher commentary if
English is not accessible) and discuss in
small groups what are the principal
values and rules of reorganising the
community around an alternative
approach to money use.
What are the new needs being met by
these local currencies? How are the ethics
3

Picture 11: Video at Sardinia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qqKvctFZt0

The video about Volos is approximately 14 minutes and the Sardinia video about 4 minutes.
Both are produced for a global audience and are in English explaining the basic ideas of a
community working with money for the commons, albeit in different ways of communitywork.

of collaboration amongst people are being safeguarded?
What maths do they use for this new system?
Children will try to work out the specific steps required for calculating the cost of
products as seen in the Volos case through a combination of TEM and Euros. They
can be asked to try and write down the algorithm of these steps.
How do we calculate the cost of products? How do we know if payments are made?
How far can we go with ‘no money’!
Step 4: Children, at this final step, are asked to work in small groups and reflect on
what they have learnt.
What conceptions of money do we have?
How are they constructed based on algorithms? How can we change these algorithms
for people? What algorithms, rules and values could fit the idea of money as a common
good?
In what ways can we see their communities being organised around money as a
common good?
Alternatively, you may choose to have a whole class discussion using a philosophy
for children structure where the session is built on questions children themselves
pose. The P4C teachers' guide (https://p4c.com/about-p4c/teachers-guide/) has
many ideas about how to facilitate this.
Extending the learning
For young children:
Children in the ages of preschool and first grades of primary school are actually much
more experienced in exchanging goods without payment compared to their older
peers. As educators we can capitalise on their not-yet knowing formal ways of buying
and selling and discuss with them the idea of setting up a classroom shop or even a
solidarity shop where they can exchange things they have in excess. An informal
monetary unit could be introduced as a means to mediate the notion of buying and
selling –this informal unit could be small cubes or pebbles.
The pedagogic process would be based on role playing techniques discussing the
roles of shop owner, customer with money and with no money, people who are in
need etc. At the same time, the children need to experience the democratic
classroom atmosphere of a community where children can make their own decisions
of how they want to run their shop, how they decide to deal with local crisis as an
issue that might arise in their classroom community (e.g. a classmate who cannot
buy chocolate or books, the organisation of a library etc.), what solidarity might mean
for them in their own particular case, how they deal with the issues of justice in their
community etc. In short, what is give and take? What is excess? What is it to provide
access for everyone to all things in common, to consider throughout principles of
social justice?
For older children:
Children in higher grades of primary school or at the elementary school can approach
historically the evolution of money, borrowing money and banking. At the same time,
they can look in more detail at the idea of money as a common good through a
number of exemplary cases worldwide and at crucial historical times. For example,

they can see examples of Public Banks (e.g. the Bank of North Dakota, the Bank of
Canada) with low-interest loans, the Sambruket community in Sweden which
establishes a network between natural resources and commons-based finance
working together, complementary LETS currencies in many countries, the platform
my.emspiral that allows for a collective to use their own internal banking system and
solidarity economy models in Italy, Quebec, Canada and New York city. And, crucially,
they can also search for examples in their local communities.
Many countries are becoming ‘cashless’ economies as people pay with cards and
using their phones. This is seen as an easier way to pay than carrying money.
However, it can also be seen as a way to get us to spend more money. An experiment
at MIT found that students using cards spent on average twice (and up to six times)
more than those who had to use cash. It seems paying by card gives us the pleasure
of buying with none of the pain. Brain scans have shown that when we pay with cash
there is a ‘flinch moment’ when we feel the loss of parting with the money. (For more
information on this see Jacques Peretti (2017) Done: The secret deals that are
changing
our
world
Hodder
&
Stoughton,
London
and
https://ftalphaville.ft.com/2017/10/17/2194496/billion-dollar-deals-and-how-theychanged-your-world/).
Some towns, such as Bristol (https://bristolpound.org/), Lewes and Stroud in the UK,
have launched their own currencies. Businesses sign up to accept the local currency.
These are almost always local and independent shops so the money stays in the local
community, unlike when you spend at a chain shop where the money will probably
end up in another country where the business may be owned. So spending cash in
this way could be seen as a way to keep local communities alive.
There are also schemes based older forms of trading as a means of exchange, such
as bartering, where people agree to swap goods (https://www.mint.com/bartersystem-history-the-past-and-present). There are modern versions of this idea, such as
Timebanks, where people exchange services on an hourly basis (for example
https://www.timebanking.org/).
Children can engage in deeper discussions over what it means to democratize money,
to get beyond money, to use historical experiences (for example, models developed
during the Great Depression to stimulate local economies), to think through systems
architecture for cooperative accumulation, to think through money as commons or
real economy in ways that overcome the unreal economy of high-interest rates.
They can explore how mathematics can function towards reorganising the grassroots
economy by providing adequate algorithms for digital platforms and cryptography in
order to protect personal data through appropriate encryption codes.
Other resources (material and human resources)
Wikipedia: history of money, commons, crisis, debt, solidarity
Open University on history of money:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCN2aTlocOw
Democratic Money and Capital for the Commons Executive Summary:
http://geo.coop/story/democratic-money-and-capital-commons-executive-summary
In relation to human resources, teachers may arrange for specialists from the
community to visit the classroom and provide opportunities for children to have a

first-hand discussion on issues concerning money use and money value as a
common good.
Ethical issues or dilemmas
Discussing issues of crisis and solidarity can often bring up personal stories for some
children, their families or their communities and these stories need to be taken care
of in an ethical way. Small group work, whole classroom discussion and even public
displays of posters or concept maps must take place in ways that all children feel
safe to unfold their views, emotions, fears and desires.
At the same time, the very words of crisis and solidarity can work as empty signifiers
for children who have never had the chance to experience in-person such issues in
their community lives. They also need to feel safe in asking questions and learning
about issues they have never experienced in the first-person. Discussion about ethical
issues and dilemmas in what solidarity acts might mean and how, sometimes, acts of
charity might help to reproduce phenomena of crisis and perpetuate divisions
amongst people (i.e. those who are able to give, and those who are always in need)
will be useful in taking these ideas on board. Acts of charity can be compared with
acts of solidarity that focus directly on one's own community reorganisation and
autonomy.
Within the above context, how mathematics contributes to our constructions of
money and money use in society can be discussed and contrasted with classical
notions of political arithmetic that tend to support absolute capitalism. The role of
mathematics for organising a local economy around ideas of money for the common
good can contribute to democratic models of community and emphasise the need to
protect and share, not exploit, our commons –a notion that is closely connected to
current discussions of citizenship.
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